
THE ULTIMATE PROTECTION 
IN THE LINE OF FIRE



United Shield International is one of the leading manufacturers in the world of personal ballistic and fragmenta-
tion protection equipment, our factory is based in Andover, UK where all production, research and development 
takes place. 

United Shield’s management team and staff have more than eighty years collective experience and expertise in 
the design and manufacture of ballistic helmets, body armour, ballistic shields, hard armour plates, EOD/IED 
protection equipment, mine clearance and demining equipment, as well as a variety of other ballistic and frag-
mentation protection products.

Our products are constructed from market leading ballistic materials, including the latest para-aramids (Twaron 
and Kevlar), high molecular weight polyethylene (Dyneema and Spectrashield), Goldflex, ceramic and other 
specialist ballistic composites. They meet many of the most widely accepted international ballistic standards 
and protocols, including the US – NIJ and MIL STD, UK – HOSDB, German – SK, Swedish – RPS, French – 
MOI, and NATO – STANAG.

All of our products are independently tested and certified. We supply ballistic and fragmentation protection 
equipment to all major government departments, as well as the Police, Emergency, Prison and Security services, 
and export to more than eighty countries around the world.
United Shield International is an ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004 certified company
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The SPEC OPS DELTA helmet is the latest addition to our special operator helmet range. 
It is made from advanced Aramid composites and provides lightweight robust protection from
ballistic and fragmentation projectiles as well as other low energy threats.
This helmet is fitted with the latest low profile, impact absorption system from 4D. 
It comes standard with our 4 point, low profile proprietary multi-adjustment X harness 
(for improved helmet dimensional stability over standard H harnesses) and quick
release split suede chin strap. The universal night vision mount and picatinny rails system
are standard issue.

PROTECTION LEVEL
Ballistic protection to NIJ Level IIIA (other standards available).
Fragmentation protection to STANAG 2920 and US MIL Std 662F RCC.

WEIGHT
1.2 - 1.3 kg (2.6 - 2.8 lbs)

SPEC OPS DELTA

STANDARD COLOURS

OLIVE DRAB

TAN MULTICAM

BLACK

Other colours available on special request.

SPEC OPS DELTA /MID-CUT/
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SPRINT ALPHA
The SPRINT ALPHA is the answer to the operator that de-
sires some additional ballistic coverage at moderate weight 
increases. The SPRINT cut is modified to add additional 
rear protection while still not interfering with other tactical 
equipment.  It comes equipped standard with a high im-
pact pad liner system complete with our proprietary 4 point 
multi-adjustable X harness (for improved helmet dimen-
sional stability over standard H harnesses) and quick release 
split suede chinstrap.
In addition it includes factory fitted picatinny side rails, pro-
viding a solid platform onto which accessory attachments, 
such as cameras and flashlights, can be quickly and easily 
mounted, and an integrated universal night vision goggle 
mount.  

BOLT FREE HELMETS
Our Bolt-free helmet range is now available. Combining our ex-
isting helmet technology designed in-conjunction with our Ome-
ga harness; our Bolt free helmet increases overall protection and 
gives an uninterrupted surface finish with no bolts on the helmet. 
Currently available with our PASGT and MICH helmets there is 
no risk of second projectile danger giving the user added confi-
dence when in a conflict scenario. 

Protection levels remain unchained. Ballistic protection tested to 
NIJ (National Institute of Justice) Level IIIA and Fragmentation 
tested to STANAG 2920 and MIL STD 662F RCC.

PROTECTION LEVEL
Ballistic protection to NIJ Level IIIA (other standards available).
Fragmentation protection to STANAG 2920 and US MIL Std 662F RCC.

WEIGHT
1.2 - 1.25 kg (2.55 - 2.75 lbs).
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MICH
The ACH-MICH helmet was designed to replace the 
in-service PASGT helmet. The ACH-MICH helmet fea-
tures a reduced weight, higher cut at the back and sides and 
removal of the front peak. This new low profile provides 
excellent compatibility with communications equipment, 
gas masks and especially helmet mounted night vision 
goggles. The helmet is tested to and exceeds the US ACH 
mil spec for 2,4,16,64 and 17 gr fragments.

PROTECTION LEVEL
Ballistic protection to NIJ Level IIIA (other standards 
available).
Fragmentation protection to STANAG 2920 and US MIL 
Std 662F RCC.

WEIGHT
1.22 - 1.35 kg (2.7 - 2.98 lbs)

MICH /MID-CUT/
The ACH-MICH MID-CUT features a higher cut ear well 
to increase situational awareness while maintaining mod-
erate ear coverage. The helmet meets and exceeds the US 
ACH mil spec for 2,4,16,64 and 17 gr fragments.

PROTECTION LEVEL
Ballistic protection to NIJ Level IIIA (other standards 
available).
Fragmentation protection to STANAG 2920 and US MIL 
Std 662F RCC.

WEIGHT
1.2 - 1.34 kg (2.65 - 2.95 lb).
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The PASGT helmet is a general duties helmet suitable for 
military and police tactical use. The helmet is constructed 
from para aramid material and provides lightweight, robust 
protection from
ballistic and fragmentation projectiles and other low en-
ergy threats .The latest harness design offers a stable and 
comfortable fit with individual adjustment capability. This 
4 point harness is anchored
to the shell with ballistic resistant bolts.

PROTECTION LEVEL
Ballistic protection to NIJ Level IIIA (other standards 
available).
Fragmentation protection to STANAG 2920 and US MIL 
Std 662F RCC.

WEIGHT
1.32 - 1.45 kg (2.9 - 3.2 lbs)

PASGT

The SPEC OPS helmet is specifically designed for high 
speed law enforcement and military teams. The unique 
shape provides for unparalleled peripheral vision, uninhib-
ited hearing and adaptability to communications gear. This 
helmet features our standard Alpha harness and pads or 
retention system with our Omega mesh harness.

PROTECTION LEVEL
Ballistic protection to NIJ Level IIIA (other standards 
available).
Fragmentation protection to STANAG 2920 and US MIL 
Std 662F RCC.

WEIGHT
1.05 - 1.15 kg (2.3 - 2.5 lbs).

SPEC OPS
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COMMANDO
The Commando Helmet is a general duties helmet suit-
able for military and police tactical use. The helmet is 
constructed from para aramid material and provides light-
weight, robust protection from ballistic and fragmenta-
tion projectiles and low energy threats. The latest harness 
design provides a stable and comfortable fit with individual 
adjustment capability. This four point harness is anchored 
to the shell with ballistic resistant bolts. The harness can be 
easily removed for cleaning or replacement.
The distinctive Commando helmet shape provides excel-
lent access for ear defenders and microphones.

PROTECTION LEVEL
United Shield offers a broad range of helmet constructions 
to suit threat, weight and performance criteria . The Com-
mando Helmet is available to meet NIJ Level II and IIIA as 
well as bespoke designs to meet specific client needs.
Protection against fragments from V50 450m/sec – V50 
650m/sec according to STANAG 2920 (17gr FSP) and US 
MIL STD 662F.

WEIGHT
1.22 - 1.35 kg (2.7 - 2.98 lbs).

VISORS

FRAGMENTATION FACE SHIELD RIOT FACE SHIELD

BALLISTIC FACE SHIELD
LEVEL II

BALLISTIC FACE SHIELD
LEVEL IIIA
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The BOA®  is United Shield’s the first stand-alone chinstrap to feature dial-adjustable fit. The BOA® 
Closure System provides the ultimate in stability, adjustment and fit while remaining lightweight and 
durable.The BOA® System responds to the dynamic loading conditions of a modern combat helmet. 
It is capable of withstanding the additional weight of headborne accessories while maintaining bal-
ance and stability.

BOA® CHINSTRAP

HELMETS SIZE CHART 
AND COLOUR SWATCH

Size Head Sizes:        Circ            Hat
cm                         in              

Small 50-56                19-22         5½ - 6½
Medium 54-59                21-23         6 ½- 7 ¼
Large 57-64                22-25         7    -  8
X-Large 61-66                24-26         7½ - 8½

OLIVE DRABBLACK TAN MULTICAM

Other colours available on special request.
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E.R.T. (Emergency Response Team)

The United Shield E.R.T shield is a new addition 
to our range of multi-functional shields. It has been 
designed in conjunction with officers from various 
tactical teams, to satisfy a need for a shield which 
is light and versatile, while being strong and ro-
bust. The shield is ambidextrous, so that left and 
right-handed operators can use the same shield 
quickly and without any need to change handle po-
sitions.

The integrated weapon mount provides for sin-
gle-handed operation, allowing operators to deploy 
their weapon without exposing their arm. The shield 
has a tri-grip handle combined with three soft han-
dles for ease of deploying the shield. The E.R.T 
shield offers increased head coverage against other 
shields. The shield is available in the sizes below:
610 x 914 mm (24” x 36”), 7.05 kg (15.5 lbs).
610 x 1220 mm (24” x 48”), 8.85 kg (19.5 lbs).
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NIJ IIIA SHIELDS
The United Shield range of NIJ Level IIIA ballistic shields in-
corporates the latest materials, technology, lightweight design 
and a handle system that has been ergonomically refined over 
a number of years.
These shields provide tactical teams with protection against 
ballistic and fragmentation threats. The shields are available in 
a standard range of sizes and protection levels, which are listed 
below with  weights. 
The standard sizes are:

Micra          457 x 660 mm (18″ x 26″), 2.81 kg (6.2lbs)
Small           510 x 865 mm (20″ x 34″), 5.81 kg (12.8lbs)
Standard     610 x 914 mm (24″ x 36″), 7.5kg (16.51lbs)
Medium      560 x 1020 mm (22″ x 40″), 7.95 kg (17.5lbs)
Large         610 x 1295 mm (24″ x 51″), 9.7 kg (21.3lbs)
Grande       610 x 1750 mm (24″ x 69″), 12 kg (26.4lbs)
Custom sizes are available to suit customers’ requirements. 

Standard viewport sizes available are 100 x 250 mm(4”x10”) 
and 100 x 400 mm (4”x16”).

United Shield offers a unique line of rifle protection ballis-
tic shields. These are manufactured using either high-densi-
ty Polyethylene composites or high purity Alumina ceramic 
backed by a high performance Aramid laminate producing 
Level III & IV NIJ 0108.01 shields.  Shields come with 
an optional 4” x 10” Level III/IV viewport. High mobility 
QUAD trolleys are also available. 

LEVEL III (Weight without viewport)
Kent 560 x 810 mm (22” x 32”) 10.5 kg (23lbs)
Std 610 x 915 mm (24” x 36”)  13.6 kg (30lbs) 
Large 610 x 1220 mm (24” x 48”) 18.1 kg (40 lbs)  
 

Level IV (Weight with viewport)
Small 500 x 850 mm (20” x 34”) 27 kg (60 lbs)
Std 600 x 900 mm (24” x 36”) 32.7 kg (72 lbs)
Large 600 x 1200 mm (24” x 48”) 43.1 kg (95 lbs)
Trolley     24.9 kg (55 lbs)

LEVEL III/ IV
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SPARTAN (Lightweight) NIJ IIIA

Spartan Shields utilise intelligent material concepts which enable us to build this new range 20% 
lighter with wall thickness reduced by 38%, when compared to traditional shield constructions. The 
shields are finished with a carbon cover which provides further stability and gives a unique look to 
this ‘top of the range’ product.
The quality and ballistic performance remains unchanged. To date, we have developed this technol-
ogy with our West-Yorks, Kent and ERT shields, which are listed below with equivalent weights 
and sizes. We are also able to produce this shield to other sizes/designs, please contact the Sales 
Team for further information.

ARMOUR SOLUTION
The shields have a standard ballistic protection of NIJ Level IIIA, but other protection levels are 
available on request.

SIZES & WEIGHTS
West-Yorks          450 x 750 mm (18” x 29.5”)       2.4 kg (5.3lb)
Kent                     550 x 800 mm (22” x 31.5”)       3.4 kg (7.5lb)
ERT                        610 x 914 mm (24” x 36”)          5.7 kg (12.5lb)
Bespoke sizes are available to suit customer requirements.

COLOUR
These shields come in a carbon finish as standard. Bespoke colours are available on request.

OPTIONS
Upgrade options are available for these shields increasing protection levels up to NIJ Level III++. 
Lighting systems can be factory fitted or retro fitted. A carry bag can also be purchased for each 
shield size. Further options include rigid handles, cut out weapon rests and multiple harnesses.

KENT SHIELD

E.R.T. SHIELD

WEST YORK SHIELD
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Our latest shield development utilizes a new material concept which allows us to introduce our higher 
level shield range now with a much improved performance. 
Weight has been reduced by 30% with wall thickness reduced by 25%. We have also developed this 
technology with boltless designs meaning there are no weak points on the shield. The quality and 
ballistic protection remains unchanged.
All of the improvements lead to a much more user friendly product providing unmatched protection 
and confidence when in the line of fire.
We have developed this technology with our West-Yorks, Kent and RRS shield to date however, the 
technology is transferable through the entire range and bespoke ops are welcomed. Please contact the 
sales team for further information.

ARMOUR SOLUTION
The shields are tested to NIJ Level III+ and were developed primarily to protect against the 
7.62x39mm MSC (AK47) round but, other protection standards/levels are available on request.

SIZES & WEIGHTS
West-Yorks          450 x 750 mm (18” x 29.5”)       5.6 kg (12.3lb)
Kent                     550 x 800 mm (22” x 31.5”)       7.1 kg (15.6lb)
RRS                       780 x 540 mm (30” x 21”)          7.0 kg (15.4lb)

OPTIONS
Standard options can include multiple handle configurations, straps, Velcro, bespoke cut-outs, 
carry bag and lighting systems.

7.62x39mm MSC (AK47) NIJ III+
(Lightweight)

RRS III+ SHIELD



The United Shield PRO LIGHT shield lighting system is a 
durable impact resistant light system, which can be factory 
fitted or retrofitted to ballistic shields
The PRO LIGHT system is especially suitable where robust 
build quality and reliability are essential. The PRO Light 
operational modes include on/off, s trobe o n/off, so lid on 
and turbo strobe.
Waterproof,
Lumens = 520
Field of vision = 30° 
Distance vision = 150 m (500 ft).
Peripheral vision = 18 m (60 ft). 

PRO-LIGHT (Shield Lighting System)
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SILKLINE VEST

M30 
FLOATATION VEST

FEMALE VEST

T45 MBV VEST

United Shield International designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of market leading 
body armour products, which incorporate the latest high performance para aramid (Kevlar and 
Twaron), polyethylene and ceramic technology. Our extensive range has developed over time 
through product design, evolution and client requirement. Many of our staff have worked together 
for over twenty years, thus providing a wealth of knowledge and understanding of the body armour 
market, and of our customer’s needs and requirements around the world. Protection, comfort and 
quality, backed up by excellent customer service, are the cornerstones of everything that we do.

PRODUCTS RANGE
United Shield’s range of body armour products are sub divided into covert and overt vests. Our 
covert vests are widely used where discretion, excellent ballistic protection, freedom of movement 
and comfort are required for extended periods of time, and include the C10, C11 and C20 vests. The 
ballistic inserts are removable and the covers are easy to clean and maintain. Overt vests include 
the P10, T10, T45 and T40 series and are in service with police and law enforcement forces, tactical 
fire arms and SWAT teams, the military, private security companies, marine organisations and the 
like, and provide maximum protection in accordance to the threat assessment. In addition we offer 
special duty vests such as the ballistic flotation vest and the combat swimmers vest for water borne 
operations. While we have a large standard product range, our experienced design team will develop 
bespoke solutions to satisfy customers’ specific requirements.
Our popular materials include Cordura and Polyester for hard wearing overt operations. More subtle 
operations utilize Microfibre and on the inner side, comfort providing materials that assist with 
sweat management providing anti wicking characteristics. Again bespoke options are readily avail-
able.

ARMOUR SOLUTIONS
A wide variety of soft and hard armour solutions are offered, including US NIJ Standard Levels 
II, IIIA, III and IV, as well as many National Standards. Many of our soft body armour vests are 
designed to be worn with hard armour plates to provide added flexibility and increased protection 
levels for users.

P10 NC VEST
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OLYMPIA BOMB DISPOSAL SUIT

EOD Helmet
with Integrated
Head Set, Fan
and Light

Wrist 
Controller

Removeable
Blast Plate

CONTENDER HELMET
Integrated helmet mounted demisting/cooling fan 
with self contained, rechargeable power pack
RD40 Military Standard Grade particulate and va-
pour filter fitted. 
High Intensity LED torchlight beam fitted above 
visor.
Removable, washable head liners fitted for comfort 
and hygiene.
Helmet fitted headphones and microphone (NEXUS 
Pole).

Removeable
Cooling Unit

SENTINEL HELMET
The Sentinel combines all characteristic, features and 
benefits as the Contender with the added benefit of being 
completely CBRN combatible.
Enjoy high levels of ballistic/fragmentation protection 
with room for various respirators that may be required 
depending on the threat assessment.
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The Olympia bomb suit is United Shield’s latest and most advanced design of bomb suit. It is a com-
plete EOD/IEDD ensemble and provides the highest levels of protection from the four main threats 
encountered by EOD/IEDD operators of fragmentation, overpressure, impact and heat.

The outer material is constructed from certified flame retardant material, such as Nomex® Delta T, 
and this material can also be used to cover the bomb suit helmet, providing optimal protection for 
EOD/IEDD operators from the flammability associated with blasts from explosive devices.

A key feature of the Olympia bomb suit is its zonal armor system, which provides outstanding blast 
protection with maximum mobility, flexibility and comfort. The highest protection level is afforded to 
life critical areas of the body, such as the neck, chest and groin, with STANAG 2920 V50′s ranging 
from 1,900 m/sec to 450 m/sec. These levels of protection can be adjusted to suit individual customers 
needs.
FRAGMENTATION PERFORMANCE

WEIGHTS & SIZES

The Olympia Bomb Suit V50 protection levels have been tested in accordance with STANAG 2920 (17gr FSP) and MIL 
STD 662F protocols.  All testing has been carried out by independently authorised and accredited test centres. 

Description V50

Jacket Front 1970 ft/s 600 m/s

Jacket Rear 1480 ft/s 450 m/s

Collar 1480 ft/s 450 m/s

Sleeves 1480 ft/s 450 m/s

Hand Mitts 1480 ft/s 450 m/s

Neck/Collar Blast Plate 6230 ft/s 1900 m/s

Groin Blast Plate 6230 ft/s 1900 m/s

Trousers with Thigh Inserts 2230 ft/s 680 m/s

Trousers with Shin Inserts 2130 ft/s 650 m/s

Knee 2620 ft/s 800 m/s

Integrated Groin Protector 1970 ft/s 600 m/s

Rear of Trousers 1480 ft/s 450 m/s

Over boots 1480 ft/s 450 m/s

Helmet 2300 ft/s 700 m/s

Visor 2460 ft/s 750 m/s

Description
Weight

(lb) (kg)

Trousers 17 7.7

Blast Plates (set incl. collar/neck, 
chest & groin with carrier)

13.2 6.0

Jacket with Collar and Hand Mitts 23.1 10.5

Over boots 2.2 1.0

Back Protector 1.8 0.8

Helmet with Visor, Headset 
Communication, Search Light and 
Comfort Liner

9.5 4.3

TOTAL WEIGHT 66.8 30.3

Size Height cm Height ft /ins
Small 156 – 175 5ft 1 in - 5ft 9 in
Medium 165 – 185 5ft 5 in - 6ft 1 in
Large 180 – 198 5ft 11 in - 6ft 6 in
Extra Large 195 + 6ft 5 in +
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TITANIA (Lightweight) BOMB SUIT

This new development focuses on reducing the 
physiological burden on the EOD Technician by 
reducing the weight of a conventional bomb suit 
by approximately 20%.

The TITANIA Lightweight Bomb Suit incorpo-
rates a novel concept where the jacket is worn be-
neath the salopette style trousers. This unique fea-
ture is designed to enhance flexibility and mobility 
and to funnel blast pressure away from the body.

The level of fragmentation protection is main-
tained by the use of the well proven three piece 
blast plates used in the full specification OLYM-
PIA Bomb Suit. These have a V50 performance 
rating exceeding 1900 m/sec which is the highest 
protection rating for any bomb suit provider.

The TITANIA can be worn with cooling suit and 
is offered with a full range of communications op-
tions.

FRAGMENTATION PERFORMANCE

Description
V50

Ft/s m/s

Helmet 2300 700

Visor 2460 750

Suit 1480 450

Blast Plates 6230 (V0) 1900 (V0)

Mittens 1480 450

Overboots 1480 450

WEIGHTS & SIZES

Size Height cm Height ft /ins
Small 156 – 175 5ft 1 in - 5ft 9 in
Medium 165 – 185 5ft 5 in - 6ft 1 in
Large 180 – 198 5ft 11 in - 6ft 6 in
Extra Large 195 + 6ft 5 in +

Description lbs kg

Helmet with visor Less than 11 Less than 5

Garment 33 15

Blast Plates 13.2 6
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BOMB SUPPRESSION BLANKET
AND SAFETY CIRCLE
The United Shield Bomb Suppression Blanket and Safe-
ty Circle has been designed to provide a portable flexible, 
lightweight and compact means of protection from EOD and 
IEDD devices. It is tough and durable, being manufactured 
from multiple layers of treated aramid ballistic fabric sewn 
into a fire retardant and water repellent outer cover. It can be 
quickly and easily folded for storage in the water repellent 
carry bag, while robust webbing carry handles make for ease 
of transportation and rapid deployment.

SEARCH AND SEEK SUITS

ARCADIA
MINE CLEARANCE VEST

FRANCONIA
MINE CLEARANCE SUIT

SAXONIA
SEARCH AND SEEK SUIT
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BALLISTIC BLANKET
The United Shield ballistic blanket has been designed to pro-
vide a portable, flexible, lightweight, compact and multi-pur-
pose means of ballistic protection. It has a number of loops 
around its perimeter, enabling it to be hung from objects, such 
as fences, when protection is required. Magnets mean that it 
can also be rested against cars, vans and other metal objects. It 
can be folded for storage and has handles for ease of transpor-
tation and deployment. The blanket is made from a high tenac-
ity, tough and durable waterproof outer cover of polyurethane 
coated nylon, which protects the soft armour within. 

ARMOUR SOLUTION
A wide variety of ballistic solutions can be accommodated, 
ranging from NIJ standards IIA, II, and IIIA, as well as most 
European National standards. 

COLOURS
The nylon outer cover and webbing handles are black, but other colours are available on request.

SIZE
The standard blanket measures 1250mm x 1250mm, but other sizes are available on request

BALLISTIC BRIEFCASE
The United Shield ballistic briefcase is a discreet rapid de-
ployment close protection device, with a non threatening 
appearance, which is ideal for use by VIP close protection 
officers. It is low profile, lightweight and compact, making it 
easy to stow in vehicles, and to carry anywhere during es-
cort duties. The design of the briefcase allows single handed 
and rapid deployment when required to provide a sizeable 
first line of effective ballistic and fragmentation defence and 
protection. The three part briefcase is constructed from heavy 
duty black ballistic nylon and unfolds quickly to provide 
around 1,000 x 500 mm of localised protection. 

ARMOUR SOLUTION
A variety of armour solutions can be offered. Standard pro-
tection is to US NIJ Level IIIA, as well as many European 
National Standards. with a V50 of > 450 m/second.

DIMMENSIONS & WEIGHT
The standard size is 500 x 340mm (20” x 13.5”).
The weight of the standard size NIJ Level IIIA protection ballistic briefcase is 3.8 kgs (8.5 lbs).

COLOURS
The standard colour is black, however other colours, finishes and materials are available by special 
order.

OPTIONS
The size of the ballistic briefcase can be tailored to special order to suit customers requirements.
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